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 At a time when the thought of a Protestant Reformed high school is struggling to become 

a reality, we sometimes wonder whether this is an absolute necessity.  With a number of time-

tested Protestant Reformed grade schools and established Christian high schools, it may appear 

that it is not.  But in a few words, I would like to examine this situation from the standpoint of 

whether the nine grades of Protestant Reformed education which we have at the present time are 

sufficient to our needs. Are nine grades sufficient for preparing a student in his Protestant 

Reformed education? 

 First, we must remember that although the years, through nine grades, are formative and 

influential in the mind of a student, the high school years can be and usually are as important.  It 

is during this period the student is given more freedom and liberties and consequently is forced 

to make his own decisions.  The student will either go completely astray or he will follow the 

course of what has been taught.  Proverbs 22:6 says, “Train up a child in the way he should go: 

and when he is old, he will not depart from it.” These are important years in the life of a student 

and as such the education during this period must be carefully considered and the standards of 

Protestant Reformed education should not be lowered. 

 Are Nine Grades Enough? 

 What does this mean? Does this mean nine grades of just education in a Protestant 

Reformed grade school or can this mean nine grades of education based on the sound principles 

of the Protestant Reformed doctrines? The answer to this is obviously the latter, for we are not 

concerned with the mere knowledge gained by a student but with the impact of sound teaching as 

it is made manifest in his walk. 

 Are Nine Grades of Protestant Reformed Education Enough? 

 This is the next logical question and the answer that follows is just as simple.  Nine 

grades of Protestant Reformed education is most assuredly a noteworthy accomplishment, but 

can it stop at that? Can a person learn a sufficient amount about Christ and his salvation, with the 

principles that surround it, that he can sit back and examine what he has? In Philippians 3:12-14 

Paul says, “Not as though I had already attained, either were already perfect: but I follow after, if 

that I may apprehend that for which also I am apprehended of Christ Jesus.  Brethren, I count not 

myself to have apprehended: but his one thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind, and 

reaching forth unto those things which are before, I press toward the mark for the prize of the 

high calling of God in Christ Jesus.” From this we see that we should always seek more; 

therefore, our education is not accomplished in nine grades, twelve grades, college, or even in a 

lifetime.  Our attention should always be focused ahead and our education should continue 

broadening through our lifetime. 

 Should nine grades be enough when there are other Christian high schools available for 

our use? After all, the building of a new high school should warrant the cost and the problems 

involved in an undertaking of this sort.  The Christian high schools that are now being attended 

by our students are Christian Reformed dominated institutions and as such, supposedly contain 

the doctrinal principles of this church.  Opinions among our people run both ways; that there 

have not been doctrinal conflicts between the students of the Protestant Reformed Church and 

the students of the Christian Reformed Church in the classroom, and on the other hand there are 

distinct differences.  In answer to the first, that there have not been conflicts, I say that there 



should be.  The Christian Reformed Church and the Protestant Reformed Church became 

separate churches in 1924 and as such hold different doctrinal standards.  The major difference in 

1924 was common grace, but through the years these differences have grown and of a necessity 

should cause conflicts.  If they do not cause conflicts, then the Christian Reformed doctrines are 

not being taught and wrongfully so, for religions are formed through doctrines.  A Christian 

school is a school that is founded on the Bible and the doctrines set forth within.  If there are 

conflicts in the classroom, as there should be, then our students should be elsewhere.  Not just to 

remove this influence from them, but to place them in the true Christian atmosphere of our own 

Christian high school.  Professor H.C. Hoeksema said, “Genuine education is possible only on a 

Christian basis, the basis of the Word of God.  All other so-called education is the 

misrepresentation of reality.  It is not instruction, but deception, a leading astray.” 

 Nine grades of Protestant Reformed education and secondary education under the most 

favorable conditions may not be successful in one individual and may be unusually successful in 

another, but the point is that we cannot set up an absolute end for our Protestant Reformed 

education.  We must make use of all the opportunities for continuation of Protestant Reformed 

education. 
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